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Airport Zoning Ordinance Workshop
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Why are we here?

 To present Pennsylvania’s Airport Hazard Zoning law, Act 1984-164 in 
a simple manner

 To encourage a collaborative, joint and partnered effort for airport zoning with:
– Impacted Municipalities
– Airports
– Counties
– MPO’s / RPO’s

 To provide guidance on the development of airport zoning ordinances 

 To identify resources available for joint development of airport zoning 
ordinances 

 Lay the foundation for statewide compliance with Act 164 by all impacted 
Municipalities
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Why are you here?

 Impacted Municipalities
– Responsible for local land use planning, zoning and the administration of 

ordinances
– Directly impacted by Airport Zoning Act
– Per Act 164, required to adopt, administer and enforce an Airport Zoning 

ordinance 

 Airports
– Responsible for providing a safe airport operating environment
– Knowledgeable about airport and aircraft operations
– Directly impacted by Act 164 non-compliance
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Why are you here? (2)

 Counties
– Power to enact zoning ordinances for land in those municipalities in county which 

have no zoning ordinance in effect 
– Required to review ordinances submitted by municipalities and at times mediate on 

their behalf. 
– Zoning impacts County Comprehensive Plans
– Zoning impacts vitality of airports in county

 Metropolitan and Rural Planning Organizations (MPOs and RPOs)
– Coordinates Transportation Long Range Planning
– Coordinates Transportation Improvement Programs
– Provides a forum for urban / rural transportation planning and decision-making 
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PA Airport Statistics

 Over 120 public use airports
 About 680 municipalities required to enact 

Airport Hazard Zoning
 About 159 municipalities have Airport Hazard 

Zoning in effect
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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Workshop Materials Review
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Airport Hazard Zoning and 
PA Act 164
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Airport Hazard Zoning: Purpose?

 Restricts heights of objects around 
airport areas to provide for safe 
aircraft flight paths. 
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Obstructions to 
Approach Surface
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Obstructions to 
Approach Surface
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  Why is it needed? 
Safety

 Safety – Protecting Pilots, Passengers, People and Property
– Identifies possible obstructions before they occur
– Restricts heights of objects in and around airports so they 

will not interfere with aircraft operations
– Provides a link to existing federal and state processes that  

evaluate airspace for objects, existing or proposed, to 
prevent and/or mitigate hazards 

– Reduces the possibility of accidents that could injure both 
passengers and people on the ground

– Protects against liability
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  Why is it needed?
Economic Development

Economic Development

 Airports are an economic asset to both the community and the Commonwealth.  
Height obstructions can reduce access and the corresponding economic 
contribution of these airports.  

 Important uses of airports include:
– General Business Use (nearly 70% of use)
– Goods Movement
– Recreation
– Flight Training
– Air Patrol (Police, Traffic Reporting)
– Medical Evacuation / Air Ambulance
– Disaster Recovery Operations
– General Aviation Reliever functions for Commercial Airports
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Airport Hazard Zoning: Why is it needed? 
State Law and Federal Regulations

Obstruction free airspace is critical to air traffic and commerce 
within this Commonwealth and throughout the Nation. That is 
why it is…….

 Mandated by Pennsylvania Law
– Act 1984-164, Airport Zoning Act

 Regulated by Federal Aviation Regulations
– 14 CFR Part 77 Part 77, Objects Affecting Navigable 

Airspace (Part 77)
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  
Requirements of PA Act 164

 Summary - municipalities having airport hazard areas shall adopt, administer and enforce an ordinance to restrict 
the height of objects in the area.

 5912. “Power to adopt airport zoning regulations. (a) General rule.—In order to prevent the creation or 
establishment of airport hazards, every municipality having an airport hazard area within its territorial limits shall 
adopt, administer and enforce, under the police power and in the manner and upon the conditions 
prescribed in this subchapter and in applicable zoning law unless clearly inconsistent with this 
subchapter, airport zoning regulations for such airport hazard area. The regulations may divide the area into 
zones and, within the zones, specify the land uses permitted and regulate and restrict the height to which 
structures may be erected or objects of natural growth may be allowed to grow. A municipality which includes an 
airport hazard area created by the location of a public airport is required to adopt, administer and enforce zoning 
ordinances pursuant to this subchapter if the existing comprehensive zoning ordinance for the municipality does 
not provide for the land uses permitted and regulate and restrict the height to which structures may be erected or 
objects of natural growth may be allowed to grow in an airport hazard area.”

 5915(c) “A municipality shall adopt, either in full or by reference, any provision of any model zoning 
ordinance or other similar guidelines suggested or published by the Federal Aviation Administration of the 
United States Department of Transportation regarding airport hazard areas.”
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  
Models Based on FAR Part 77 

 According to PA Act 164, municipalities within the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Federal Regulation 14 CFR Part 77 (i.e., "Part 77”) areas 
around an airport are required to have ordinances that restrict the height of 
objects that could interfere with airport operations.

 These height restrictions gradually change from 0 feet directly at the airport up 
to about 1920 feet above the airport runway surface, depending upon the 
distance from the airport and type of runways in use. 

 The height restrictions are broken into 5 Surface Zones, which are defined by 
FAA and are a function of the airport’s physical and runway features.
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  
Model Ordinances

 Comprehensive Airport Zoning Model 
– Traditional “detailed” model ordinance 
– Used in its entirety by some municipalities to comply with Act 164; 

others incorporated into their existing zoning 

 (New) Airport District Overlay Model
– Streamlined model with focus on a simple “Overlay” District. 

Recommended to be developed collaboratively by multiple 
municipalities around a given airport. 

Objective of both Models is to overlay existing zoned areas where it  
exists (defer to county if Municipality not zoned). Neither require a 
change to the primary function of existing zones.
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  
Ordinance Administration 

Municipalities are responsible for implementing and enforcing 
zoning, however, evaluations conducted by FAA and PennDOT /       
Bureau of Aviation (BOA) may be of use in this effort.  
Specifically,  

– BOA conducts annual airport inspections that include a limited 
evaluation of the approach area just off the end of the runway to 
identify possible obstructions.

– BOA works with airports and provides funding to study, remove, 
replace and/or otherwise mitigate obstructions. 

– Both FAA and PennDOT require prior notification and form 
submission with proposed construction details so that possible 
height and hazard issues can be identified. 
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 Act 164
– Pennsylvania's Airport Hazard Zoning law
– Signed October 10, 1984 to establish a number of laws relating to Aviation, 

including Airport Zoning.

 "Part 77"
– Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77
– “Federal Regulation 14 CFR Part 77 establishes standards and notification 

requirements for objects affecting navigable airspace.”
– Text version available in Section E of workbook. 

Airport Hazard Zoning:  Definitions
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  Definitions (2)

 Airport Hazard
– Any structure or object, natural or manmade, or use of land which 

obstructs the airspace required for flight or aircraft in landing or taking 
off at an airport or is otherwise hazardous as defined by “Airport 
Hazard” in 74 Pa. Cons. Stat. §5102.

– Examples:
 Trees
 Signs
 Buildings
 Other Structures

 Airport Hazard Area
– Any area of land or water upon which an airport hazard might be 

established if not prevented as provided for in this Ordinance and the 
Act 164 of 1984 (Pennsylvania Laws Relating to Aviation).
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Airport Hazard Zoning:  Hazard Areas 

 Part 77 Surface Zones 
used to define Hazard 
Areas

– Primary
– Approach
– Transitional
– Horizontal
– Conical

(to be covered in further 
detail)
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Hazard Area dimensions also impacted by the type of runway and primary 
approach as defined below

 RUNWAY – A defined area on an airport prepared for landing and takeoff of aircraft along its length.

 UTILITY RUNWAY – A runway that is constructed for and intended to be used by propeller driven aircraft of 
12,500 pounds maximum gross weight or less.

 VISUAL RUNWAY – A runway intended solely for the operation of aircraft using visual approach procedures.

 NON-PRECISION INSTRUMENT RUNWAY – A runway having an existing instrument approach procedure 
utilizing air navigation facilities with only horizontal guidance, or area type navigation equipment, for which a 
straight-in non-precision instrument approach procedure has been approved or planned.

 PRECISION INSTRUMENT RUNWAY – A runway having an existing instrument approach procedure utilizing 
an Instrument Landing System (ILS) or a Precisions Approach Radar (PAR).  It also means a runway for 
which a precision approach system is planned and is so indicated on an approved airport layout plan or any 
other planning document.

Airport Hazard Zoning: Hazard Areas (2)
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components 
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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Part 77 Surface Concept
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Part 77 Surface Areas
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Primary

Approach

Transitional

Horizontal

Conical
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Part 77 Video
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components 
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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Examples of 
Part 77 Surface Areas
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Availability of Part 77 Surface Maps

 On PennDOT BOA Website 
 Updated if runway modifications or approach 

to airport changes. 
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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(Break)



1

Ordinance
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Ordinance Options

 Develop own ordinance (municipal)
 County ordinance (for areas w/o zoning)
 Airport Zoning Model Ordinance 

– Comprehensive 
– Airport District Overlay Model (Workshop 

focus)
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Ordinances

 Model ordinances are Overlay Ordinances
– A mapped zone that imposes a set of requirements in 

addition to those laid out by the underlying zoning 
regulations

– Overlay zones typically address special features in addition 
to existing zoning

– Does not change function of existing zoning (e.g., 
Residential, Commercial, Agricultural, etc.,)
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The Airport District Overlay Model 

 Section 1:     Purpose
 Section 2:     Relation to Other Zone Districts
 Section 3:     Definitions
 Section 4:     Establishment of Airport Zones and Height Limitations
 Section 5:     Permit Applications
 Section 6:     Variance
 Section 7:     Use Restrictions
 Section 8:     Pre-existing Non-Conforming Uses
 Section 9:     Obstruction Marking and Lighting
 Section 10:   Violations and Penalties
 Section 11:   Appeals
 Section 12:   Conflicting Regulations
 Section 13:   Severability

*See Workbook –Section F
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components 
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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Administration and Enforcement
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Administration: Overview

 Board of Adjustment
 Joint Airport Zoning Board option
 Variances / Appeals
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Administration: Board of Adjustment

 Function – to hear and decide appeals pertaining to 
ordinance

 Five (5) members
 Three (3) year term

 Existing zoning board of appeals or adjustments may 
be appointed to serve this function
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Administration:
Joint Airport Zoning Board Option

 Optional
 Where multiple municipalities are affected by the 

hazard area
 One Board to have function of Board of Adjustment
 Two (2) members from each municipality
 Chairman elected by members
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Administration:
Variances / Appeals

 Variance Requests - Recommend request include 
an airspace determination by the FAA 

 Airport Notification – Recommend Airport Manager 
be notified if variance application/request is filed  
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Enforcement: General

 Pre-Existing Conditions / Grandfather Clause

 New or Additional Construction or Objects

 Tree Growth
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Enforcement: Pre-Existing Conditions /
Grandfather Clause

General: Ordinance does not apply to pre-existing conditions

 § 5915. Airport zoning requirements.(b) Nonconforming uses.—No 
airport zoning regulations adopted under this subchapter may 
require the removal, lowering or other change or alteration of any 
structure or any object of natural growth not conforming to the 
regulations when adopted or amended or otherwise interfere with 
the continuance of any nonconforming use, except as provided in 
section 5916 (relating to permits and variances).
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Enforcement:
New Construction / Alterations 

 A person who seeks to erect a new structure, to add to an existing structure or 
to erect or maintain an object, natural or manmade, shall first obtain approval 
from the FAA and PennDOT.  The following forms (included in Section G) must 
be submitted:

– FAA Form 7460-1
– PennDOT Form AV-57

 Submit forms at least 30 days prior to commencement of project

 PennDOT will determine if the structure will penetrate the surface area

 FAA will determine if the construction will result in a penetration to Part 77. If so, 
they will set conditions for approval or recommend further study  
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 Any construction or alteration exceeding 200 ft above ground level
 Any construction or alteration

– Within 20,000 ft of a public use or military airport which exceeds a 100:1 
surface from any point on the runway of each airport with at least one 
runway more than 3,200 ft.

– Within 10,000 ft of a public use or military airport which exceeds a 50:1 
surface from any point on the runway of each airport with its longest 
runway no more than 3,200 ft.

– Within 5,000 ft of a public use heliport which exceeds a 25:1 surface
 Any highway, railroad or other traverse way whose prescribed 

adjusted height would exceed that above noted standards
 When requested by the FAA
 Any construction or alteration located on a public use airport 

regardless of height or location

Enforcement: New Construction/Alterations
When Forms Need Filing
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1. No Objection- The proposed construction does not 
exceed airspace height restrictions.

2. Conditional No Objection – FAA has no objection 
to the proposal as long as certain conditions are 
met.  Conditions are outlined in the FAA 
Determination letter. 

3. Objection - The proposed construction/alteration is 
determined to be a hazard and is thus 
objectionable. The reasons for this determination 
are outlined to the proponent.

Enforcement: New Construction/Alterations
FAA Form 7460 Determinations
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 Dairy Queen Sign
– Never filed proper forms when putting up sign
– Municipality had owner lower sign
– No cost to municipality
– No court issues

 Holiday Inn Sign
– Sign erected and it was reported
– Holiday Inn didn't realize the issue - moved the 

sign

Enforcement: New Construction/Alterations
Examples
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Enforcement:  Tree Growth

 Aviation grants to airports can be used to mitigate 
natural growth within Part 77 surfaces. Mitigation may 
include: 

– Trimming, Removal, or Replacement of Trees or other 
natural growth; and/or 

– Property easements to maintain 

 Aviation Inspections, Approach Surveys, FAA Airspace 
Analysis, and Obstruction Studies can identify 
trees/natural growth that grow above the height 
restriction. 
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Enforcement:  Height Restriction 
Exceeded by Tree Growth 

When aviation analysis or study identifies a penetration to 
the Part 77 surface the airport owner is notified.  The airport 
will initiate resolution by: 

 Trying to obtain permission from the homeowner to top, 
trim, replace, or remove tree as appropriate or negotiated 

 Evaluating obstruction and request an FAA Hazard 
Determination to identify if obstruction can be mitigated 
(mark/light) or if it is a hazard 

 Last resort - owner will not cooperate - municipality step in 
(just like any ordinance)

 Conclusion: Not a taking without compensation
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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Liability Concerns
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Liability Concerns

 General
– Municipalities have more liability if ordinance is NOT in place
– With ordinance, liability occurs only if the municipality knowingly 

allows obstruction to occur
– A person who fails to obtain approval from the Department prior to 

erecting or maintaining an approach area obstruction commits a 
summary offense under section 5701(a) of the Aviation Code

 State Supreme Court Ruling on Airport Hazard
- Baublitz Airport v Chanceford Township

 Is township required to enact an Airport Hazard 
Ordinance?

 Ruling in May 2007.
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components 
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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Assistance for Adoption and 
Administration
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Assistance for Adoption and 
Administration

 DCED funding
– Funding available for ordinance adoption via LUPTAP 

Grants

 Airport Grants  
– Funding available to airport for Multi-municipal Ordinance 

Overlay development/adoption.
– Funding available to airport for Part 77 obstruction 

mitigation

 Technical Assistance 
– BOA works with airports to resolve zoning issues and 

provide technical assistance on Part 77.  
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Educational Goals of Workshop

 Increase Awareness and Understanding of Airport 
Hazard Zoning and PA Act 164

 Explain the Part 77 Surface Concept 
 Identify the Part 77 Surface Areas in your Region
 Discuss the Airport District Overlay Ordinance 

Components 
 Discuss Administration and Enforcement Areas of the 

Ordinance
 Discuss Liability Concerns
 Discuss Availability of Assistance for Adoption and 

Administration of Ordinance
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What Happens after Today?
(Discussion)

 Municipalities/Counties – Contact your airport to 
express interest in participating in a Airport Overlay 
District Ordinance project. 

 Airports – Meet with municipalities/counties to 
secure commitment to participate in an Ordinance 
project.  Work out scope of project and submit to 
BOA as a funding request. 

 Who can help coordinate the effort? MPO/RPO and 
County Planning Commissions
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PennDOT Bureau of Aviation Website
http://www.dot.state.pa.us/Internet/Bureaus/

pdBOA.nsf/AviationHomepage?openframeset

http://www.dot.state.pa.us/Internet/Bureaus/
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Questions
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